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about us.
B

alance Commercial was formed in
2004 with the desire to provide its
clients with a professional service for
all of their Office, Educational, Hospitality
and Corporate furniture requirements
with respect to both new and repairs/reupholstery to existing pieces.
With over 14 years of experience within
the Commercial Office Furniture and
Textile industry, Balance Commercial can
provide not only a professional service,
but can offer a wide range of expert
advice on whatever project you’re working
on, no matter how large or small that
project is.
Balance Commercial offers a wide
selection of products ranging from an
extensive range of seating, commercial

and educational furniture, all desking,
workstations and custom joinery, storage
as well as our repair and re-upholstery
service for all seating. We also offer
a French polishing service for timber
furniture.
Not only will you find a great range
of products to select from, but you’ll
be investing in products that not only
meet industry (AFRDI) standards, but
far exceed them whilst maintaining
affordability. And if we don’t have what
you’re looking for, we will find it.
With the added value of quick delivery for
new furniture and in some cases onsite
chair maintenance, Balance Commercial
can provide you with the service you’ve
been looking for and deserve.

australian made.
T

he majority of our furniture is made
locally in Melbourne which means
at Balance Commercial, we support
local business.
By manufacturing locally, you can
be assured we meet high Australian
standards. Our products come with
warranties, and should you need spare
parts or service, the supplier is just a
phone call away.
That means you can have confidence in
the quality and know that whatever you

are buying hasn’t travelled around the
world before it reaches you.
You can be confident knowing that your
business is supporting local workers
with safe and regulated working
conditions, keeping jobs in Australia and
positively impacting our economy and
communities.
It also means that you have greater
flexibility when choosing your options
for customisation and of course a faster
turnaround from order to delivery.

environment.
P

rotecting our shared environment is of
fundamental importance to Balance
Commercial and is an integral part of all
of our products and services.
To support this common goal we continually
seek to improve the environmental
performance of our products and processes
and use natural resources, including raw
materials, energy, and water, as efficiently as
possible.
We’re considerate of the risks of our raw
materials and products at all stages of our
product’s life, placing priority on risks present
during our production process and during
our customers’ use of our products.
We will make every effort to ensure that
environmental performance is an integral
part of Balance Commercial performance
and of the performance of all of our
employees.

range of
accessories to
streamline your
workspace

adjustable

workstations.
B

alance Commercial offers fully
customisable workstation
solutions, built to your
specifications locally to ensure the best
possible quality coupled with an efficient
manufacturing process and delivery to
get you working faster.
We work with you to deliver workstation
solutions that provide flexibility
based on your individual workplace
environment as well as ergonomic
design, shown by studies to decrease
the risk of some chronic diseases and
increase staff satisfaction, morale and
productivity.

sit/STAND
desk

storage

huge
range of
fabrics

B

alance Commercial’s range
of chairs will suit all your
environmental needs in a huge
variety of shapes and sizes designed for
all roles within your business.
Our large range of ergonomic chairs will
keep you comfortable for the duration
of your work day.

meshback

chairs.

S

tart working more efficiently
by clearing out the clutter and
better organising your working
environment.
At Balance Commercial, our storage
solutions can help you file away that
messy paperwork, find a home for office
supplies and secure those important
documents and other valuables with
peace of mind.
Our vast range includes lockers, mobile
caddies and drawers, bookcases and
archive shelving, bin cabinets, tambours
and compactus mobile units to
accommodate all your storage needs.
With a variety of sizes, styles and colours,
you can be assured we have the solution.

stylish &
functional

storage.

C

reate the perfect space to connect
and share ideas face-to-face
with our range of collaborative
furniture.
Collaborative spaces are an informal way
of encouraging creativity, connection
between departments and team work
– a place designed for comfort while
developing those big ideas.
Join some of Australia’s largest corporate
and government agencies who have
worked with us to redefine their office
and working environments.

“

If everyone is
moving forward
together, then
success takes
care of itself.
Henry Ford

collaboration.

”

“

Running a business with unhealthy and
unhappy employees is like trying to
drive a car with a bad engine. It may
eventually get you where you want
to go, but the trip will be difficult and
you’ll waste time and resources.

”

our
office
future?

wellness.
E

mployee wellbeing is one of
the fastest growing workplace
sectors globally, and one of the
most important considerations when
undertaking a new office fitout.

design and fitout, incorporating wellness
elements that seamlessly blend into the
working environment, providing health
benefits for employees and employers
alike.

Companies of all sizes and across
every industry are increasingly realising
the benefits that wellbeing strategies
bring to employee health, happiness
and productivity. We believe wellbeing
should be at the forefront of every office

Studies show that not managing energy
levels of employees is costing employers
520 hours per employee, per year, in lost
productivity and that napping can provide
significant improvements re stress levels,
productivity and cardiovascular disease.

stripe or
check?

can be
customised

soft furnishings.
S

oft furnishings are the ideal furniture
pieces to use as building blocks for
flexible and contemporary designs
in open-plan areas.
You can style soft furnishings for schools
or offices in various ways to create your
own unique room layout and design.
With Balance Commercial, you have an
abundance of choices that turn plain
rooms into vibrant, creative spaces in an
instant.

From worm-shaped lounges to colourful
ottomans, we have every innovative and
interactive design imaginable. We also
carry ottomans that are designed to
add texture to learning environments as
well as collaborative building blocks that
are perfect for team building activities.
Whether it’s a quaint couch or a resting
cushion that you need for your space,
Balance Commercial is sure to have
something you’ll like.

create acoustic
artwork or
co-ordinate with
corporate
colours

W

ith an increasing number of
Australians working in openplan office environments, sound
insulation has become an essential part of
workplace planning and design.
With distractions becoming an everincreasing part of our daily office
lives – colleagues taking and making
phone calls, office cross-conversation,
even keyboard clicks – the effects on
productivity can be startling.
By placing acoustical materials in areas
of noise creation, the levels of noise can
be reduced to benefit those in the space
as well as providing interesting looks to
impact the space.

acoustics.

customised
architectural
lighting.
warm or
cool white?

L

ighting is one of the most effective
ways to change the mood and feel of
any space.

The advances in LED technology have
created a shift in the world of lighting with
the innovation of backlighting.
As the term suggests, backlighting is
a way to enlighten a surface from the
back, creating a glare-free and beautifully
distributed light. It is especially effective

in illuminating small areas lacking physical
source and natural light.
It can be custom made to your
specifications using a range of materials in
any shape and size, with LEDs in varying
lumen outputs and colours to provide the
perfect atmosphere.
Perfect for reception areas, collaborative
spaces, feature zones, work spaces and
areas with low natural light.

blue

A

t Balance Commercial, we offer
tables as varied in design as they
are in function so we can meet the
requirements of any space.

fixed or
flip?

Our huge range includes boardroom
tables, reception and coffee tables, bar
leaners, dining tables for indoors and
outdoors, meeting tables and folding,
storable tables.
With an extensive selection of colours,
sizes and finishes, our flexibility allows us
to make the right statement about your
business.

tables.

jot it
down or
pin it up!

mount it,
wheel it or
print it!

whiteboards.
W

hiteboards are an asset to any
space which encourages the
sharing of ideas and are an
invaluable tool for recording ideas quickly
and collaboratively.

Find the ideal space and choose a
wall-mounted board or create your
own meeting room by moving your
portable board to conduct a training or
information session.

Whiteboards can effectively increase
communication strategies and provide
the perfect space for presentations.

Choose from a range of electronic
whiteboards and have your meeting
notes saved to a USB ready to email to

your colleagues or clients or print and
distribute on the spot.
Our range of pinboards, blackboards,
chalkboards and glass display cases are
also great for communicating messages
and bulletins in staff common areas or for
use in hospitality, healthcare and sporting
organisations.

re-upholstery.
B

alance Commercial can not only
provide solutions for your new
furniture and seating requirements,
but can also provide a comprehensive
service for repairing and re-upholstering
your existing seating.
Everyday wear and tear can take its toll
on upholstery and cushions, reducing
the appeal as well as the comfort of old
furniture. Re-upholstering your furniture
is a great way to inject life back into your

restore with a
vintage look or
add new life to an
old classic??

most loved pieces, also giving back lost
shape and cushioning through years of
use.
Whether you’re looking to return an
old piece to its former glory or update
your furniture with a newer, more
contemporary upholstery fabric, we have
a huge selection of fabrics to choose
from including: Laine Furnishings, Instyle,
Macquarie, Woven Image, Sustainable
Living Fabrics, Warwick, Austex and more.
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